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Who cares about neutral gas?

Cold gas takes up only 1% of baryon mass

but:

• H is the most abundant element...

• Fuel for star formation (via H2 ...)

• Tracer of galaxy dynamics

• Search tool for missing satellites

• Indicator of galaxy interactions



Evolution of stellar mass and cold gas mass

Star formation and the growth of stellar mass 3

FIG. 1.— The basic ingredients of this analysis. Top panels: the evolution of galaxy colors and stellar masses over the interval 0.2 < z ! 1.0. In each panel,
the mass limit below which the stellar masses become incomplete is denoted by a thick grey line (the limit is calculated at the highest redshift in each redshift
shell). The solid black line shows the cut used to separate red sequence and blue cloud galaxies. Central panels: The evolution of the stellar mass function. The
stellar mass function in the red sequence (diamonds and solid line) and blue cloud (asterisks and dotted line) is shown at each redshift interval of interest. The
z = 0 color-split stellar mass functions are shown in each panel in gray. Uncertainties from counting statistics are shown in black; uncertainties from field-to-field
variations are shown in gray. Lower panels: The evolution of the SFR function. Filled circles and solid lines denote the SFR function for all galaxies, asterisks
and dotted lines blue cloud galaxies, and diamonds/dashed lines red-sequence galaxies (the blue cloud and red sequence galaxies are offset horizontally by a small
amount for clarity). The vertical grey line shows the SFR limit, and the z = 0 IR-derived SFR function is shown in gray in each panel for reference. Uncertainties
are determined from the difference between our two fields with 24µm data, and our best estimate is the average of the two fields.

shift estimates from COMBO-17. In both the CDFS and A901
fields, we adopt a 1!! matching radius. In the areas of the CDFS
(A901) fields where there is overlap between the COMBO-
17 redshift data and the full-depth MIPS mosaic, there are a
total of 3255 (4251) 24µm sources with fluxes in excess of
83µJy. In both fields, 70% of the 24µm sources with fluxes
> 83µJy are detected by COMBO-17 in at least the deep R-
band, with mR ! 26. Some 35% of the 24µm sources have
bright mR,ap < 24 and have photometric redshift z < 1; these
35% of sources contain nearly half of the total 24µm flux in ob-
jects brighter than 83µJy. Sources fainter than mR " 24 contain
the other half of the f24 > 83µJy 24µm sources; investigation of
COMBO-17 lower confidence photometric redshifts, their op-
tical colors, and results from other studies lends weight to the
argument that essentially all of these sources are at z> 0.8, with
the bulk lying at z > 1 (e.g., Le Floc’h et al. 2004; Papovich et
al. 2004; see Le Floc’h et al. 2005 for a further discussion of the
completeness of redshift information in the CDFS COMBO-17

data). Given the low-confidence COMBO-17 redshifts in hand,
we estimate at! 0.2 dex incompleteness in this 0.8< z< 1 bin,
and negligible incompleteness in the z< 0.8 bins.
The goal of our analysis of the 24µm data is to obtain es-

timates of SFR which account for both unobscured (via the
UV) and dust-obscured star formation (via the thermal IR). Ide-
ally, we would have a measure of the total thermal IR flux
from 8–1000µm; instead, we have an estimate of IR lumi-
nosity at one wavelength, 24µm, corresponding to rest-frame
20–12µm at the redshifts of interest z = 0.2 ! 1. Yet, local
IR-luminous galaxies show a surprisingly tight correlation be-
tween rest-frame 12–15µm luminosity and total IR luminosity
(e.g., Spinoglio et al. 1995; Chary & Elbaz 2001; Roussel et al.
2001; Papovich & Bell 2002), with a scatter of! 0.15 dex. Fol-
lowing Papovich & Bell (2002), we choose to construct total
IR luminosity from the observed-frame 24µm data. We use
the Sbc template from the Devriendt et al. (1999) SED library
to translate observed-frame 24µm flux into the 8–1000µm to-
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HI H2 stars

Need to know the cold gas as function of z



HI is simple
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?The evolution of the cosmic HI mass density

HI evolution determined by

• Ionizing background

• Accretion/blowout

• Metallicity

• Pressure

• Supershells (Hopkins et al 2008)

• Star formation

HI is a phase, 
not a reservoir



Future challenges for HI surveys
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Upcoming surveys with SKA Pathfinders
will cover all of this...DINGO & HI Pathfinder Surveys

Blind HI Surveys:

• LADUMA (MeerKAT):

- 20k galaxies, 1+ deg2, z<1.4

•  DINGO (ASKAP): 
- UDEEP: 50k gals, 60 deg2, 0.1<z<0.43

2500 hours/pointing
- DEEP: 50k gals, 150 deg2, z<0.26

500 hours/pointing

•  DASH (APERTIF):

- 25k, 40 deg2, 0.1<z<0.3

•  MED-DEEP (APERTIF):
- 120k galaxies, 500 deg2, z<0.26

•  WALLABY (ASKAP) + North (APERTIF):
- 500k galaxies, all-sky, z<0.26
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History of blind HI Surveys

0th generation: Early pointed observations (Henning et al 1987, Shostak 1977,...)

~102

4th generation: 
SKA surveys

3rd generation: SKA Pathfinders 
WALLABY/DINGO, APERTIF, MEERKAT)

2nd generation: HIPASS + ALFALFA (Zwaan et al 2003,2005, Martin et al 2010)

1st generation: Arecibo Surveys (Zwaan et al 1997, Rosenberg & Schneider 2000)

~101

103-104

104-106

106-109



Example: deep field HI survey with SKA1

• Single field, 1000 hours

• Frequency range 450-1430 
MHz

• Angular resolution: 4”, better 
if possible

• Spectral resolution: 18.3 kHz 
(4 km/s at z=0)

• Field size: 0.7 deg2 at z=0 
increasing to 6 deg2 at z=2



Example: Wide field z<2 HI survey with SKA2 

• a full SKA2, mid frequencies

• cover one hemisphere

• one year duration

• measure HI mass function and 
HI mass density out to z=1.5

• excellent measurement of 
galaxy power spectrum out to 
z=1.5

748 F. B. Abdalla, C. Blake and S. Rawlings

(ii) The survey detection threshold n! in equation (4).
(iii) The telescope FOV at the H I emission-line frequency at zero

redshift, FOV.
(iv) The assumed H I evolution model.

The scaling of the observed wavelength of the H I emission line
with redshift can produce a corresponding scaling of the FOV of the
radio telescope, depending on the telescope design. We assume for
now parabolic dishes with single-pixel feeds, such that FOV ! (1 +
z)2. This scaling may be used in a survey tiling scheme to produce
an effective increase with redshift in the integration time t of the H I

survey, and this is incorporated into our model following AR05.
We assume an overall survey duration equal to 1 yr covering

approximately one hemisphere, 20 000 deg2. We do not consider
trade-offs between total survey area and redshift depth in this paper.

The bandwidth of the radio telescope may not be sufficient to
cover the wavelength range of the H I emission line up to the max-
imum observable redshift zmax, necessitating repeat observations
of each sky area. We use a parameter " to represent the ratio of
the telescope bandwidth to the required frequency range of H I ob-
servations if we assume constant exposure time in each frequency
block (in practice, more distant redshift slices will require longer
integrations and an ‘effective’ value of " will result). For example
if " " FOV = 10 deg2, then a 20 000 deg2 survey requires 2000
pointings; if " = 1 each is of 4-hours duration, and this requires 1 yr
exposure time (adopting a 10 per cent overhead for calibration and
other operational tasks). We note that, for a given survey duration
and total solid angle, equation (2) shows that the survey is identical
if the combination (" FOV f 2/n! ) remains unchanged. For exam-
ple, halving the detection threshold n! is equivalent to doubling the
FOV or multiplying f by

#
2.

In subsequent calculations, we adopt f = 0.15 as indicative of
the sensitivity of an instrument representing ‘phase I’ of the SKA
(which may be available in 2015). Although it is anticipated that
such an instrument will have $10 per cent of the final collecting area
of the SKA, it is likely for practical reasons to have a much larger
fraction of its baselines within the compact core than is predicted
by the baseline distribution function of Section 3.1. Hence, the
sensitivity will be higher for fixed f as a greater fraction of baselines
are useful for source detection.

3.4 Clustering of H I-emitting galaxies

We assume that the H I-emission galaxy power spectrum on large
scales P H I(k) is related to the underlying linear dark matter power
spectrum P lin(k) by a constant bias factor b, as is observed for all
classes of galaxy on large scales:

PHI(k) = b2 Plin(k). (16)

H I-emitting galaxies are known to be one of the least biased
tracers of mass overdensities (i.e. to possess one of the lowest
values of b) owing to their avoidance of dense regions such as
galaxy clusters. The clustering of the zero-redshift HIPASS survey
has been measured by Basilakos et al. (2007) by fitting a two-point
correlation function parametrized by a power law # (r) = (r/r0)%$ ,
with clustering length r0 and slope $ . The results were r0 = 4.1 ±
0.3 h%1 Mpc (in redshift space) and r0 = 3.1 ± 0.3 h%1 Mpc (in real
space), using the fixed canonical value $ = 1.8. This corresponds
to a linear bias parameter b = 0.63.

No equivalent measurement exists at higher redshift, but we note
that many classes of galaxy evolve in their clustering such that
r0(z) & constant where r0 is measured in comoving coordinates

(e.g. Lahav et al. 2002). This forces a corresponding evolution in
the linear bias b ! 1/D(z). Bias appears, however, to be a strong
function of H I mass, in fact Basilakos et al. (2007) suggest that
the more massive galaxies have a bias similar to optical galaxies,
i.e. b = 1. For the purposes of this study and because of the lack
of high-redshift measurements, we assume b = 1 independent of
redshift; this is consistent with the clustering strength of objects
near the break in the z = 0 H I mass function.

The clustering amplitude is significant in fixing the relative con-
tribution of cosmic variance and shot noise to the error in a mea-
surement of the power spectrum. These two sources of error are
equal (at a given Fourier scale k) when the quantity n " P H I(k) =
1, where n is the galaxy comoving number density.

3.5 Redshift distributions

Figs 3 and 4 plot the H I galaxy redshift distribution dN/dz for
various different survey parameters assuming detection threshold

Figure 3. The dependence of the H I galaxy redshift distribution dN/dz

on the fractional sensitivity f of the radio telescope (where f = 1 for the
SKA), assuming 1 yr of observing and " " FOV = 10 deg2. Other important
assumptions are: (i) FOV scales with redshift as (1 + z)2; (ii) the baseline
distribution and galaxy size assumptions of Section 3.1 are adopted; (iii)
H I evolution follows AR05 Model C; (iv) only galaxies detected with a
significance exceeding 10! are considered.

Figure 4. The dependence of the H I galaxy redshift distribution dN/dz on
the quantity " " FOV, assuming 1 yr of observing and a telescope sensitivity
f = 1. See the caption to Fig. 3 for other assumptions.

C' 2009 The Authors. Journal compilation C' 2009 RAS, MNRAS 401, 743–758

Abdalla et al 2010



Example: z=3 deep HI survey with SKA2 

• one year integration with a full SKA2, low frequencies

• Observing frequency ~350 MHz

• Field of view ~400 deg2

• ~106 galaxies at z=3

Obreschkow et al 2011

11

Emission Telescope dN/(dz dA) in 24 h Nb. of detections in 1 yr Nb. of stacked Signal-to-noise n
line and band 3-! 10-! 3-! 10-! galaxies of a 24 h stacking
(1) (2) (22) (23) (24) (25) (26) (27)

HI SKA1-LF – / – – / – 51 / 1.2·104 – / 340 1.1·104 1 / 5
HI SKA2-LF – / 51 – / – 1.2·105 / 3.4·106 3.4·103 / 3.6·105 1.1·105 15 / 77

CO(1–0) SKA1-HF 1.1·104 1.5·103 740 100 1 2
CO(1–0) SKA2-HF 1.4·105 4.1·104 9.1·103 2.8·103 1 21
CO(3–2) ALMA-3 5.2·104 1.4·104 610 160 1 9
CO(4–3) ALMA-3 3.8·104 1.0·104 250 69 1 8
CO(5–4) ALMA-4 4.2·104 1.4·104 180 58 1 12
CO(6–5) ALMA-5 1.7·104 7.6·103 50 22 1 6
CO(7–6) ALMA-5 1.0·104 5.7·103 22 12 1 3
CO(8–7) ALMA-6 6.5·103 3.3·103 11 5.4 1 0.9
CO(9–8) ALMA-6 4.0·103 1.7·103 5.2 2.3 1 0.2
CO(10–9) ALMA-7 1.5·103 500 1.6 5.3·10!1 1 0.03

TABLE 5
Simulated detectability of the redshifted emission lines of arbitrary galaxies at z = 3. The 1 yr number counts and the stacking analysis depend on the
respective instantaneous FoV. Detailed descriptions of each column are provided at the beginning of Section 6. For HI detections two values are given,

corresponding to the raw S3-SAX output ( fHI = 1) and the corrected one ( fHI = 5), as described in Section 3.4.

Given the di!erential number counts ", the absolute num-
bers of line detections in a 24 h single pointing are obtained
through multiplying the values of " by the instantaneous
FoV and by the instantaneous redshift range, which is dictated
by the instantaneous bandwidth. Hence cols. (22) and (23) in
Tab. 5 cannot be used for a direct comparison of the detection
rates of the di!erent lines, unless the observed sky field and
redshift range are smaller than (and hence not limited by) the
instantaneous FoV and redshift range. The latter case is met,
for example, when observing a small galaxy group at z = 3.
In this case, the highest CO detection rates are achieved us-
ing CO(1–0) [SKA2-HF], followed by CO(3–2) [ALMA-3],
CO(5–4) [ALMA-4], and CO(4–3) [ALMA-3].
By comparison, HI detections within a similarly small sky

field at z = 3 using a 24 h SKA observation seem virtually
impossible. Not a single galaxy of the 2.88 · 106 objects in
the S3-SAX-Sky simulation at z = 2.95!3.05 has a peak flux
density above the 3-! detection limit of SKA2-LF. In fact,
the 3-! detection limit corresponds to an HI mass of about
3 · 1011 M" (assuming an intrinsic line width of 300 km s!1),
which is heavier than the largest HI mass ever observed in the
local Universe (e. g. HI Parkes All-Sky Survey, Meyer et al.
2004). As we shall demonstrate in Section 6.2, HI nonethe-
less wins over CO by an appreciable di!erence during long
surveys (here 1 yr), where the di!erences in the instantaneous
FoV become crucial. Furthermore, Section 6.3 reveals that
even in 24 h observations HI can still be detected at z = 3
when using SKA in combination with parallel redshift sur-
veys.

6.2. Absolute number of galaxy detections in 1 yr
How many galaxies in a redshift range "z = 0.1 around

z = 3 will be detected in CO and HI emission during a 1 yr-
survey? Such a survey can, for example, serve as a mea-
surement of the angular power spectrum and of the comoving
space densities #HI(z = 3) and #H2(z = 3).
For such measurements, the precise position of the redshift

range "z = 0.1 around z = 3 may have to be adjusted in-
dividually for each emission line to avoid the frequencies of
radio-frequency interferences (RFIs) and atmospheric absorp-
tion lines. However, for this analysis we shall use the inter-
val z = 2.95!3.05 while neglecting RFIs and atmospheric

absorptions lines. The narrow redshift range "z = 0.1 was
chosen to isolate this number count analysis from the e!ects
of distance variations and cosmic evolution within the sur-
vey volume. Note, however, that both ALMA and SKA are
foreseen to yield instantaneous bandwidths corresponding to
larger ranges in redshift, while easily maintaining our spectral
resolution of 75 km s!1.
As revealed in Sections 5 and 6.1, SKA-LF is predicted to

detect virtually no HI at z = 3 within 24 h. On the other hand,
both ALMA and SKA-HF will be able to detect a significant
amount of CO. This apparent advantage of dish-based CO de-
tections over aperture array-based HI detections nonetheless
vanishes when the instantaneous FoV becomes important. In
fact, aperture array-based HI searches can perform very long
exposures of the same, very large sky field, while dishes must
take many shorter exposures to map a significant sky field in
the same total observing time. As an example, we here as-
sume that a 1 yr galaxy survey at z = 3 is performed using
a 1 yr single pointing for SKA-LF (HI line) and 365 single
pointings of 24 h each for ALMA and SKA-HF (CO lines).
In the latter case, the number of detected galaxies is read-
ily obtained by multiplying the di!erential number counts
dN/(dz dA) in Tab. 5 (cols. 22, 23) by 365, by "z = 0.1,
and by the instantaneous FoV listed in Tab. 3 (col. 14). In
the approximation of non-extended sources, the number of
simulated HI detections in a 1 yr single pointing with SKA-
LF can be counted by executing a new SQL-query on the S3-
SAX-Sky database (cf. Section 6.1). For example, for a blind
HI search using SKA2-LF (Tab. 5, col. 24, row 2) the query
for this approximation reads

select count(*)/37.2*410
from galaxies line
where zapparent between 2.95 and 3.05
and hiintflux*hilumpeak>3*0.31e-3/sqrt(24*60*365)

Explanation: 37.2 is the FoV in deg2 of the S3-SAX-Sky sim-
ulation at z = 3; 410 is the FoV in deg2 of SKA2-LF; zappar-
ent is the apparent redshift of the galaxies including peculiar
velocities; 2.95 and 3.05 are the minimal and maximal values
of zapparent; hiintflux*hilumpeak is peak flux density of the



HI Stacking

• Measure statistical 
properties of galaxies 
beyond where 
individual detection 
can be made 

HI Stacking
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HI line in units of Jy; 3 is the significance level of the detec-
tion; 0.31e-3 is the value of !

!
!t in units of Jy

!
min (copied

from Tab. 3, col. 13, row 2); 24*60*365 is the number of min-
utes per year. Note, however, that some values in Tab. 5 di"er
significantly (factor " 5) from those output by the above SQL
query, since Tab. 5 also accounts for the signal-to-noise de-
crease in the case of extended galaxies (see eq. 8).
The results for the absolute number of line detections in the

range z = 2.95#3.05 are provided in Tab. 5 (cols. 24, 25). A
comparison with the di"erential number counts (cols. 22, 23)
highlights the tremendous advantage of aperture arrays. Their
giant FoV compared to dishes fully compensates the weak-
ness of HI emission compared to CO emission (e. g. Tab. 4,
col. 16). We further emphasize that the instantaneous FoV of
SKA-LF is here limited by the computational power of the
digital back-end. In principle, at least an instantaneous FoV of
104 deg2 is conceivable (hemisphere above an elevation of
30 deg), and it seems to be only a matter of time until the
respective computational resources will become available.
Therefore, HI surveys with SKA will ultimately be faster than
any CO survey with ALMA and SKA.

6.3. Line stacking at z = 3 in 24 hours
What is the significance of a stacked signal obtained in a

24 h survey of a redshift range !z = 0.1 around z = 3? Here
“stacking” refers to the addition of possibly non-detected
emission lines by using the positions and redshifts of their
sources drawn from parallel surveys (e. g. optical/infrared).
Stacking N lines of comparable signal and noise ideally in-
creases the signal-to-noise ratio by

!
N. It may hence be-

come possible to measure the summed flux of otherwise non-
detected emission lines. This technique is illustrated in Fig. 5
for three random HI emission lines drawn from the S3-SAX-
Sky simulation. Stacking typically becomes useful for large
samples of non-detected lines with redshift uncertainties "z
much smaller than the redshift interval spanned by an indi-
vidual line, i. e. "z < 10#3 at z = 3 (Fig. 5). For simplicity,
we here neglected redshift and position errors, although they
may be a major problem in real stacking experiments.
As shown in Fig. 5, a stacked line profile di"ers from those

of single emission lines. The maximum flux density of a
stacked line approximately corresponds to its central flux den-
sity, since all individual emission lines contribute to its central
flux, but only the broader lines contribute to its tails. We there-
fore call a stacked line “detected” if its central flux density is
detected. Formally, a stacked line composed of N individual
lines is detected at n-! if

n =
!N
i=1 si0!
N!
, (11)

where si0 is the central flux density of the i-th line and ! is the
channel noise (here assumed constant) given by eq. (1) and
Tab. 3 (col. 13).
Since stacking experiments require spectroscopic redshift

measurements from parallel surveys, the latter impose sam-
ple selection criteria. We here consider a hypothetical stack-
ing experiment using spectroscopic data from a galaxy survey
limited to extinction-corrected absolute B-band magnitudes
MB < #22. This sample definition approximately matches
that of the Lyman-break galaxies (LBGs) at z $ 3, for which
spectroscopic redshifts were obtained via optical follow-up
observations at Keck I and II (Steidel et al. 2003). We stack
the 24 h emission line signals of all simulated galaxies with

z = 3.0007

z = 2.9927

z = 3.0066

centered and added

Perfect line Randomly perturbed line

Fig. 5.— Idea of a line stacking experiment, illustrated with three simulated
HI emission lines from di"erent galaxies at z $ 3: a low-mass HI-rich galaxy
seen edge-on (red), a HI-rich galaxy seen face-on (green), an intermediate
mass galaxy seen edge-on (blue). Ideal simulated HI emission lines (left) are
perturbed with Gaussian channel noise (right). Using the known redshift of
each individual line (in reality drawn from spectroscopic optical/infrared red-
shift measurements), the lines are aligned and added to a single line (black).
The stacked line yields an improved signal-to-noise, roughly a factor

!
3

above that of the individual lines.

MB < #22 and z = 2.95#3.05, contained in the instantaneous
FoV of the respective line (see Tab. 3, col. 13).
For the CO line observations (ALMA, SKA-HF), the in-

stantaneous FoV contains, on average, less than one such
galaxy. In other words, stacking will not allow us to increase
the signal-to-noise ratio. Only for comparison to HI, we there-
fore say that the number of stacked galaxies is N = 1 and we
assume that this galaxy has CO fluxes corresponding to the
geometric average of all simulated galaxies with MB < #22
and z = 2.95#3.05. For HI line observations (SKA-LF), the
instantaneous FoV is very large; i. e. 41 deg2 (SKA1-LF) and
410 deg2 (SKA2-LF). The requirement of a spectroscopic red-
shift survey at z = 3 covering such large FoVs, lies far beyond
current possibilities (e. g. Steidel et al. 2003 considered at to-
tal sky area of 0.38 deg2). Powerful wide-field spectrographs
are needed to retrieve spectroscopic data on sky areas com-

Delhaize et al in prep Obreschkow et al 2011

Measured at z~0 Simulated at z=3



21cm intensity mapping

• Measure cumulative HI 21-cm signal from 
galaxies 

• auto-correlation: challenging 
measurement

• cross-correlation with optical galaxies:

• Chang et al (2010) detected this signal with 
the GBT in the DEEP2 field at z=0.8

• with SKA the HI power spectrum and the 
cosmic mass density of neutral hydrogen 
can be measured

To further reduce uncertainty, we proceedwith the cross-correlation
(stacking) technique. Cross-correlation reduces the error because ter-
restrial RFI and residuals of the continuum sources are randomly
located compared to the locations of optically bright galaxies. To carry
out the cross-correlation, we arrange the DEEP2 data in the same
matrix as the radio data (Fig. 1). We calculate the weighted cross-
correlation between the data in Fig. 1b and c, producing the correla-
tion function in Fig. 2. We detect significant cross-correlation power
out to a relative displacement (lag) of ,10h21 Mpc in the redshift
direction.

To check this cross-correlation result, we carry out a statistical null
test. We randomize the optical redshifts many times, each time
repeating the correlation calculation. We find no significant correla-
tion in the randomized sets and we use the bootstrap variance to
estimate the uncertainties in our measurements. The null test con-
firms that the residual RFI and astronomical continuum sources are
unlikely to cause false detection of 21-cm emission.

The measured cross-correlation can be compared to a model pre-
diction. Locations of optically catalogued galaxies are known to be
correlated amongst themselves, and 21-cm emission is also thought
to originate in galaxies. We therefore model the cross-correlation by
adopting the DEEP2 optical galaxy auto-correlation function,
modelled as a power law7, j(R)5 (R/R0)

21.66, where R is the separa-
tion and R05 3.53 h21Mpc at z5 0.8, which we convolve with the
telescope primary beam in the transverse direction. In the radial
direction we must account for peculiar velocities. The pairwise velo-
city distribution is modelled as a Gaussian with standard deviation
s125 395 km s21, using the relation s12<H(z)R0 (refs 7, 8). The
expected correlation, calculated using this model, is plotted in
Fig. 2 using the best fit value of the correlation amplitude.

We use the correlation amplitude to constrain the neutral hydro-
gen density at redshift 0.8. The cross-correlation jHI,opt (in mK)
between the optical galaxy density field and the neutral hydrogen
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Figure 1 | Spectra of DEEP2 Field-4. a, b, Radio flux arranged with redshift
horizontal and right ascension vertical. Each panel contains data collected in
two declination bins, separated by 159, roughly one GBT beam width. The
higher declination strip occupies the top half of each panel. The pixels are
2 h21 Mpc in size in each dimension. a, Measured flux after the polarization
cut has removed the brightest terrestrial emission. The r.m.s. fluctuation of
the map is 128mK. Vertical structures are due to residual RFI: the wide
stripes are digital television signals and narrow vertical features are analogue
television carriers. Redshift windows free of RFI are rare on the right side of
the plot, which corresponds to greater redshift and lower frequency. The
horizontal bright stripes are due to continuum emissions by astronomical

sources (NVSS J0228061003117 and NVSS J0229381002513), and the
width of these stripes shows the GBT beam width. b, Inverse-variance-
weighted radio brightness temperature, after subtraction of continuum
sources. Theweighted r.m.s. fluctuation is 3.8mK. Even though the standard
deviation of the flux values in this panel has been reduced by more than a
factor of 30 compared to a, residual RFI and continuum emission dominates
the overall variance. c, Optical galaxy density in the DEEP2 catalogue,
smoothed tomatch the resolution of the radio data. The r.m.s. fluctuation of
the map is 1.8. The cross-correlation function in Fig. 2 is calculated by
multiplying the data in b and c with a relative displacement in redshift, then
calculating the variance of the product map.
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Figure 2 | The cross-correlation between the DEEP2 density field and GBT
H I brightness temperature. Crosses, measured cross-correlation
temperature. Error bars, 1s bootstrap errors generated using randomized
optical data. Diamonds, mean null-test values over 1,000 randomizations as
described in Supplementary Information. The same bootstrap procedure
performed on randomized radio data returns very similar null-test values
and error bars. Solid line, a DEEP2 galaxy correlationmodel, which assumes
a power law correlation and includes the GBT telescope beam pattern as well
as velocity distortions, and uses the best-fit value of the cross-correlation
amplitude.
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HI with the SKA

• Role of gas in galaxy evolution

• Cosmology

• Test CDM predictions

• Tully-Fisher

• Detailed morphology and kinematics

• Low column density and connection to intervening 
absorbers

• HI 21-cm absorbers




